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Supplementary Material A: Derivation of the generalized RT-model

Derivation of the generalized RT model is equivalent to the simple sphere model in section 2.2.1. We go through solutions to Navier-Stokes equation, gravity, equation of motion, and efficiency of emulsification.

A.1 Navier-Stokes equation

The flow field around the sphere is determined by Navier-Stokes equations given in spherical coordinates (r, , ) where  is the polar angle. In the vertical fall the azimuthal angle (here ) vanishes by symmetry:

(A.1.1)		∂ur /∂t +  ur ∂ur /∂r + u/r ∂ur /∂ - u2/r   =  - 1/ ∂p/∂r  - g’
(A.1.2)		∂u /∂t  + ur ∂u/∂r  + u ur /r + u/r . ∂u/∂=  - 1/r ∂p/∂  + g||’

Near the interface the flow is tangential to the sphere (ur = 0, ∂ur/∂ = 0). The time derivatives can be ignored since we will only solve for the case where the system is instantaneously at rest. The first three terms of both equations (A.1.1) and (A.1.2) vanish. The term g’ is local gravity at a point (r, ) with g’ in the z' direction (see Fig. A1). Local gravity contain three terms: target gravity, self-gravity, and the acceleration of the frame of reference, dU/dt. Derivations are reserved section A.1.2 and A.1.3.

SM-Figure A1

We shall solve for pressure gradients on each side of the boundary. For a moment it is useful to view the system in the local geometry with coordinate z’ perpendicular to the spherical boundary, such that dp/dz’ = ∂p/∂r (Fig. A1). Later, we shall return to the original z-coordinate system. The sphere is at rest in both coordinate systems. Near the boundary, ur is negligible and Navier-Stokes equations are significantly simplified.

Equation (A.1.1) gives the pressure gradient in each fluid directly

(A.1.3)		dp/dz’ = u2/r + g’

This equation applies on both sides of the spherical boundary. It seems to conflict with continuity that we shall now allow u ≠ u. The reason is that in natural flow a boundary layer will form at the iron-silicate interface (even if the sphere was solid). Tangential flow velocities do not refer to the boundary layer, but to the mean flow. We assume that the pressure gradients inside the boundary layer are not much different from the mean flow. A general formula for the pressure gradient difference across the iron-silicate boundary is 

(A.1.4)		(dp/dz)2 - (dp/dz)1  = ( - ) g +  u / R -  u / R 

Equation (A.1.2) is used to obtain absolute pressure in the fluids, since left hand side can be written:

(A.1.2 left side)	u/r . ∂u/∂= ∂1/2 u/r )/∂

so that ∂p/∂∂(- 1/2 u2 - r g* cos)/∂ where g* = g - dU/dt because self gravity has no component in g||’. The general formula for absolute pressure is:

(A.1.5)		p = - 1/2 u2 - r g* cos + f(r)

The function f(r) does not have to be the same in the two fluids. By symmetry both u and u must have same angular dependence and both are zero at the stagnation point= 0. Balancing absolute pressures equation (A.1.5) on each side gives a general solution for the last two terms in equation (A.1.4). We obtain:

(A.1.6) 		 u / R  -   u / R = - 2 ( - ) g* (1 - cos

Hence, 

(A.1.7)		(dp/dz)2 - (dp/dz)1 = ( - ) g - 2 ( - )  g* (1 - cos

The pressure gradient difference becomes independent of mean flow speed U! Equation (2.2) leads to the particular simple equation for effective gravity:

(A.1.8)		geff() = A [g - 2 g* (1 - cos) ]

Suppose g only contains target gravity (neglecting self-gravity and acceleration of the core), that is g = g0 cos Pressure gradients from hydrodynamical flow alone stabilize the boundary when  > max , where cosmax =  2/3 corresponding to max ≈ 48°. The general equations are explored in the next section and show how self-gravity and acceleration reduce max by up to ~10° (Fig. A3).

A.1.2 Gravity

The gravity field at the lower side of the sinking core (r, ) in the z' reference frame consist of target gravity (g0), self gravity (gs), and the acceleration of the core inside the silicate (dU/dt). The perpendicular component, g along the z' direction is given by:

(A.1.9)		g = (g0 – dU/dt) cos - gs 

Target gravity g0 is to a good approximation constant inside the Earth’s mantle. The acceleration of the reference frame is discussed in section A.1.3. An expression for self-gravity on the boundary of a spherical body of density 2 imbedded in a medium with density 1 is obtained straight-forward from Poisson’s equation 2 = -4πG∆ where  g = -. The direction is, of course, perpendicular to the surface of the sphere.

(A.1.10)		gs = 4/3  G R 
		    = /a R/Rp . g0

Gravitational constant G = 6.67 .10-11 Nm2/kg2, = and a is the mean density of the Earth. In the second line, self-gravity is scaled to surface gravity.

A.1.3 Equation of Motion

At high Reynolds number, the sinking sphere in a liquid experiences a turbulent drag, which is proportional to the square of the penetration speed. The equation of motion is written:

(A.1.11)		4/3πR3  dU/dt = 4/3πR3  g0 – πR2  cD U2

Solving for U with initial speed U(t=0) = U0 yields:

(A.1.12) 		U2 =Uterm 2 [1-p exp(-c x)]
(A.1.13)		dU/dt =  g0 p exp(-c x)
We scale distance in terms of depth of the magma ocean x = z/H and define the characteristic speed parameter p = (1-U02/ Uterm2). Terminal velocity is given by Uterm = (4/3..gR/cD)1/2 ~ 3.6 km/s (R/100km)1/2 and characteristic length c-1 (in units of magma ocean depth, H) is determined by c = 3/2 cD H/R ~ 1/13 H/R. Core speed as a function of depth is shown in Fig. A2.

Turbulent drag coefficient for a solid sphere at very large Reynolds number is around cD ~ 0.1 (Faber 1995). We shall leave as an approximation that the drag on a liquid sphere is similar to a solid sphere.
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Note, large cores of iron (>1000km) have large terminal velocity comparable to typical impact velocity (escape velocity ~10 km/s). During impact the core slows down by a shock wave. The planar impact approximation (Melosh 1990) suggests an initial flow speed ~ 0.3 km/s. Hence, large projectiles will accelerate inside a deep magma ocean.

A.1.4 Efficiency of mixing (Sphere Model)

We obtain a general expression for the efficiency by combining equations for effective gravity (A.1.8) and flow speed (A.1.12). This corresponds to equation 2.7 in the simple case where U and g are constant.

The effective gravity yields:
(A.1.14)	geff() = A g0 {[1 -  p exp(-c x)] cos - /m R/Rp - 2 (1 - cos)}

This can be written as geff(x,) = A g0 {v(x) cos - w} and 
 
(A.1.15)	Eff = ∫ 01 dx 3 sinmax H/U2 ∫ 0max geff(x,)] d

We solve the -integration analytically and the x-integration numerically. R is kept fixed during the x-integration. This approximation underestimates the mixing efficiency in small cores, but is acceptable for the largest cores. This appears because the mixing rate is proportional to geff/U2 (and does not contain R explicitly). Since, geff is reduced for large cores (due to self gravity), and U is higher for large spheres (due to larger terminal velocity), the mixing rate increases as the core erodes away. Accordingly, mixing efficiency is underestimated by this assumption. However, our results show that little erosion can occur on the largest cores hence the estimate is valid for large cores.

(A.1.16)	Eff = 4πR3/(2V0) (Ag0H/Uterm2) 
.∫ 01{ß1(x).v(x) - ß2(x).w(x)}/{1-p exp(-cx)} sin{max(x)} dx 
where 
(A.17)		v (x) = 3(1 – 1/g0 dU/dt) = 3(1- / p exp(-c.x))
(A.18)		w(x) =  2(1 – 1/g0 dU/dt) + gs/g0 = 2(1- / p exp(-c.x)) + gs/g0
(A.19) 		ß1 = max sinmax + cosmax – 1
(A.20)		ß2 = 0.5 max2 

The mixing efficiency for a sinking sphere is proportional to H/R because Uterm2 is proportional to R. 

We evaluate how the shape of the sinking matters for the mixing efficiency. First, we assume a comparable internal flow in a hemispherical sheet, and use the same equations as before (section 3.4). The difference is expressed in terms of the parameters c, Uterm, and gs or simply v(x) and w(x).
By definition geff(max) = 0. The boundary is stable when > max (positive) so that the maximal unstable angle is:

(A.21)	cosmax 	= w(x)/v(x)
	= 2/3 +1/3 gs/(g0 – dU/dt)
	≈ 2/3

The last approximation applies when self-gravity is negligible (gs << g). Consequently, we obtain max = 48° for small cores. The maximal unstable angle depends on dU/dt which varies with depth. Examples of the maximal unstable angle are shown in Fig. A3 as a function of core radius. Large cores have a smaller mixing zone due to self-gravity, but self-gravity alone never stabilizes a core, since that would require too collision between bodies of similar size (gs= g0), or (Rcore/REarth)crit = a/2 = 0.7 if both bodies are spherical and the impactor made of 100%  pure metal. Such massive cores likely never impacted the Proto-Earth. 

Instead, large cores have narrow mixing zones, max < 48°. This can be seen in the expression for cosmax (equation A.21) where a correction to the 48° enters as gs/g* = gs/(g0 – dU/dt). There are two ways to accommodate narrow mixing zones. Self-gravity is large or the core is close to free fall (dU/dt ~ g0). Small cores always have max = 48°. Cores in free fall are the ones with a low initial speed relative to terminal velocity (the core accelerates inside the silicate mantle). Small cores (i.e. < 10km) have low terminal velocity and also do not accelerate substantially even if the initial speed were low. For that reason too, large cores have narrow mixing zones. Counter-intuitively, large cores are likely to break up by the shock waves during impact to subterminal speed ~0.3 km/s (Melosh 1990) and subsequently accelerate through the silicate mantle, which melts upon impact. Moreover, the mixing zone of large spheres will expand as cores with subterminal speed penetrate deeper into the mantle. The expansion is a consequence of dU/dt 0 and thus g* increases with depth (equation A.21 and Fig. A3). Initially g* is small (“the free fall” case, dU/dt ~ g0) and the width of the zone is smaller than 48°. Contrary, for sinking cores at superterminal speed have shrinking mixing zones, but as super terminal speed is associated only with the smallest cores, the magnitude of max change is reduced, because self-gravity is also smaller. 

The maximal unstable angle, max, is shown in Fig. A3b as a function of size for various aspect ratios. As would be expected from equation A.21 the size of the mixing zone remains roughly the same for highly flattened cores as for spheres, because self-gravity scales linearly with thickness of the sheet which is smaller than the radius of an equivalent sphere.

Fig. A3a,b

A.5 Efficiency of mixing (Hemispherical Sheet)

The derivation of efficiency for a hemispherical sheet is analogue to the sphere model. In the following we only look at thin sheets (d<<R) where the latter approximation is valid. Self-gravity changes to gs = 2  G d (1 - d/R + d2/3R2) ≈ (3/2)(/m)(d/Rp) g0. The hydrodynamic pressure gradient scales with d/R, since hydrostatic pressure changes from gRcos to gd cos.

We find that equation (A.16-A.21) still applies for the hemispherical sheet. However, the volume and terminal velocity scale as V0 ~ R2d and Uterm2 ~ gd, respectively (replacing V0,sphere ~ R3 and Uterm,sphere2 ~ gR for the sphere). Mixing efficiency can be described as follows:

(A.22)		Eff ~ H/R(d/R)2 ∫ 01{ßHS,1(x).v(x)-ß HS,2 (x).w}/{1-p exp(-cx)}sin{max(x)}dx 

Where p = 1- U02/Uterm2 , ßHS,1 = max sinmax + cosmax – 1, and ßHS,2 = 0.5 max2. The velocity profile changes such that terminal velocity becomes Uterm2 = 2 ()(gd/cD) and the coefficient cHS = cD () (H/d). Results are summarized in Figs. 3b and 4b.



Supplementary Material B: Turbulence structure in vertical jets​/plumes

The buoyancy length scale kb-1 is of great importance for cascade of eddy disruptions in turbulent jets and plumes. Below this characteristic length scale eddies rapidly cascade into smaller scales. The task is to evaluate the gradient of the mean buoyant force or equivalently the gradient of the density field. Kotsovinos, 1990, argues that one can use a scaling: M = g/ d/dz = c2 B2/3  where  is the kinetic energy dissipation rate. His results implies that kb-1 ~ 0.01z for a buoyant plume (increasing with depth). If this is correct, the buoyancy scale is of order kilometers and thus turbulent mixing is confined to length scales where chemical equilibration is slow! At the smallest scale kb < k < kK = (3/)-1/4, a Kolmogorov spectrum (-5/3 power law) applies  ADDIN EN.CITE (Kotsovinos 1990), suggesting fast eddy vortex shedding down to Kolmogorov micro scale (kK-1 ~ 0.1cm). Even though we cannot be sure about the exact value of kb -1, several authors acknowledge that laboratory experiments agree on the two different power law spectra,  ADDIN EN.CITE (Dai et al 1995, Kotsovinos 1990, Noto et al 1999, Zhou et al 2001).

Supplementary Material C: eW evolution models
5.3 Hf-W Model Interpretations

The evolution of radiogenic W excess in the silicate Earth depends on the style of core formation and handful models are sketched out in Fig. 8. In any case, silicate Earth and chondrites gain radiogenic W at an exponentially decreasing rate, W ~ (1-e-t). Today’s excess of radiogenic W in BSE relative to chondrites appears from higher Hf/W ratio in the silicate Earth relative to original material during the life time of 182Hf. The time of core formation affects W in the sense that radioactive 182Hf remains in the silicate during metal-silicate equilibration and is left to produce 182W excess in the W depleted silicate reservoir. One can view this as “182W in disguise” during core formation. In this perspective, an early termination of iron-silicate equilibration creates large w, because more 182Hf is present and vice versa. We know that iron meteorite parent bodies formed early (~within millions of years), so the silicate counterpart in Earth’s precursor bodies was likely brought on a trend towards high 182W excess relative to the starting material (e.g. w = 12, see below). The consequences of later equilibration events are two-fold. First of all, the radiogenic mantle is diluted instantaneously by the impact, provided the impactor shares its unradiogenic W in the core with the silicates. Secondly, mantle Hf/W is changed as the metal affinity for W changes, for example W is reported to be more siderophile at high temperature and pressure (Righter et al 1997) causing more extensive Hf/W fractionation during the later and larger giant impacts. A high Hf/W will produce higher 182W excess by later decay, because the radiogenic component exist account for a larger W fraction when mantle is extensively depleted in W. In combination, the net effect of late accretion will reduce W in the silicate Earth towards the chondritic value, unless the partition coefficient increases at an exponential or faster rate. 

In the following we guide our interpretations of the small, but distinct, W excess in the silicate Earth by two-stage models and continuous core formation models. In the end of this section we summarize the importance of the parameter space (table 2).

5.3.1 The simplest model

In the simplest case, we allow for full equilibration at the earliest stage and no later re-equilibration (model A in Fig. 8), and the silicate Earth easily develops a large w.

In this case the radiogenic W excess is described by particularly simple relationship. The partition coefficient relates the element concentration in the metal-silicate mixture DX = [X]metal/[X]silicate and relates the element concentrations in the mantle and core at the time of formation to the bulk solar system initial composition (BSSI), when combined with the mass balance constraint mEarth .[X]BSSI = mcore.[W]core + mmantle .[W]silicate. It simplifies to:

(B2.1) 	[X]BSE = [X]BSSI.(1+fm (Dx-1))-1  kx.[X]BSSI

Here, fm is the mass fraction of metal in the Earth (32 wt%). The model assumes very early differentiation (before a substantial fraction of 182Hf has decayed) and no later metal-silicate equilibration, so that mantle W increases by 182Hf in-growth in the W depleted mantle.

(B2.2)	(182W)BSE = (182W)initial+ (182Hf)initial

Hf is strongly lithosphile and we can assume that DHf= 0. Combining equations B2.1 and B2.2. into the defintion of W  

	W = [ (182W/182W)BSE/(182W/182W)chondrites -1] x 10,000

yields:
	W = kW /kHf (182Hf/182W)BSSI.104

B/3.2	W = (1+ f KWmean )(182Hf/182W)BSSI .104 
	= (1+0.47 . 16 ). 1.39 .10-4 .104 = 13

Here, we abbreviate the metal/silicate mass ratio fmet/sil = fm /(1-fm) = 0.47.

The easiest way to prevent extreme W values is if the average Hf/W ratio in the early silicate Earth never departed too much from the chondritic value. 




Supplementary Material: Figure captions 

SM-Figure A1: Spherical coordinate system (r,)  used for the vertically falling sphere in the RT erosion model. Ambient silicate flows at mean speed U around the obstacle at rest. Also shown is the local z’-coordinate system at a point (R, wherer = R is the radius of the sphere.

SM-Figure A2: Velocity profile for the buoyant sphere subject to a turbulent drag force. Core speed is shown along the ordinate axis in units of the terminal velocity versus travel length (depth) scaled to core radius. Here, terminal velocity is given by Uterm = 3.6 km/s (R/100km)1/2. The two curves represent examples of sub-terminal speed (solid) and super-terminal flow (dot-dashed), where U0/ Uterm is 0 and 2, respectively. When U0 < Uterm the core will accelerate with depth and vice versa.

SM-Figure A3: Size of the RT mixing zone for the A) spherical and B) hemispherical core given in terms of max versus planetesimal core radius. Dashed and solid lines represent the top and bottom of the trajectory through a 3000 km deep magma ocean, respectively. Examples are shown in A) with sub-terminal flow in black (U0 = 0.1 km/s) and super-terminal flow in grey (U0 = 10 km/s). The mixing zone expands with depth on large cores (subterminal flow) and shrinks with depth for decelerating cores (super-terminal flow). However, the magnitude of this effect scales with self-gravity and is vanishnly small for small cores associated with super-terminal flow. In panel B) hemispherical sheets also have unstable zones of approximately 48° or somewhat narrower, depending on aspect ratio and, to a smaller extent, depth. Parameter values used in the shown examples are initial speed U0 = 5 km/s, and aspect ratios: Half sphere R/d = 1 (black), R/d = 3 (grey), R/d = 7 (light grey). 


Supplementary Material: Table A1
Table A1
Parameter	Name	Value
Physical parameters
Surface gravity on Earth				G0	9.8 m/s2
Density anorthosite 	1	3,965kg/m3 
Density iron 	2	7,800kg/m3 
verage density Earth 	a 	5,500kg/m3 
Atwood number (iron-silicate)	A	0.3260	
Earth radius	Rp	6,371km
Terrestrial iron mass ratio	firon	0.32 
Turbulent drag coefficient (high Re)	cD	0.1 	
Growth coefficient of the RT mixing zone		0.13
Surface tension (metal in silicate)		1 J/m2 	
Viscosity of silicate melt		10-4 m2/s 
Diffusion coefficient in silicate	D 	10-9 m2/s 
Gravitational constant	G 	6.67.10-11 Nm2/kg2
Half life of 182Hf 	1/2 	8.9 Myrs  

Terrestrial 182W excess relative to CHUR	w 	1.9		
Geochemical measures
Concentration of W in the chondritic reservoir	WCHUR	Concentration of W in the chondritic reservoir	95 ppb	Concentration of W in the chondritic reservoir
Initial 182W/184W in Earth’s parent body (CHUR)	(182W/184W)initial	Initial 182W/184W in Earth’s parent body (CHUR)	0.864376	Initial 182W/184W in Earth’s parent body (CHUR)
Initial 182Hf/180Hf in Earth’s parent body (CHUR)	(182Hf/180Hf)initial	Initial 182Hf/180Hf in Earth’s parent body (CHUR)	1.09.10-4	Initial 182Hf/180Hf in Earth’s parent body (CHUR)
Initial 180Hf/184W ratio in Earth’s parent body (CHUR)	(180Hf/ 184W)initial	Initial 180Hf/184W ratio in Earth’s parent body (CHUR)	1.29	Initial 180Hf/184W ratio in Earth’s parent body (CHUR)
Table A1: Physical and chemical constants
Supplementary Material: Figures
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